Habitat loss is one of the key drivers of the ongoing decline of biodiversity. However, ecologists still argue about how fragmentation of habitat (independent of habitat loss) affects species richness. The recently proposed habitat amount hypothesis posits that species richness only depends on the total amount of habitat in a local landscape. In contrast, empirical studies report contrasting patterns: some find positive and others negative effects of fragmentation per se on species richness. To explain this apparent disparity, we devise a stochastic, spatially explicit model of competitive species communities in heterogeneous habitats. The model shows that habitat loss and fragmentation have complex effects on species diversity in competitive communities. When the total amount of habitat is large, fragmentation per se tends to increase species diversity, but if the total amount of habitat is small, the situation is reversed: fragmentation per se decreases species diversity.
INTRODUCTION
Degradation and loss of natural habitat due to anthropogenic modification and climate change is a key factor contributing to the ongoing sixth extinction event (Tilman et al. 1994; Fahrig 2003; Thomas et al. 2004; Kuussaari et al. 2009; Pereira et al. 2010; Butchart et al. 2010; Pimm et al. 2014) . Habitat loss (reduction in area with suitable habitat) typically goes hand in hand with habitat fragmentation (division of the habitat into several parts), where the former is a process causing the latter landscape pattern (Fahrig 2003; Ewers & Didham 2005; Wilson et al. 2016) . While the decline of biodiversity due to habitat loss is uncontested, the effect of habitat fragmentation per se on species richness has been much debated over the past decades (Fahrig 2003; Ewers & Didham 2005; Didham et al. 2012; Fahrig 2013; Hanski 2015; Haddad et al. 2015; Fahrig 2017; Fletcher et al. 2018; Fahrig et al. 2019 ): given the same total amount of habitat, how does the spatial configuration of the habitat, that is, the locations, shapes and sizes of habitat fragments, influence biodiversity?
Indeed, one of the key questions in conservation biology is whether protecting biodiversity is better achieved using a single large or several small (SLOSS) reserves (Diamond 1975; Ewers & Didham 2005) . For species that follow classical metapopulation dynamics (Hanski 1999) , the effects of fragmentation and spatial configuration are well-understood from the theoretical perspective (Bascompte & Sol e 1996; Hanski & Ovaskainen 2000; Ovaskainen 2002; Hanski & Ovaskainen 2003; Gilarranz & Bascompte 2012; Grilli et al. 2015) : single species metapopulation theory predicts that increasing fragmentation is detrimental for speciesalthough the response is not necessarily monotone (Ovaskainen 2002 )assuming that no evolutionary responses take place; see Legrand et al. (2017) for a review of ecoevolutionary responses to habitat fragmentation. In contrast, increasing connectivity in fragmented landscapes can increase synchrony in metapopulations, and consequently, lead to increased extinction risk (Kahilainen et al. 2018) .
While there is a fairly good understanding of single-species metapopulation dynamics, not all species necessarily follow metapopulation dynamics or the scale at which they do is limited. Moreover, the situation becomes much more muddled when considering species communities that comprise several interacting species. While increasing fragmentation is known to largely have negative effects for metapopulations, this does not necessarily hold for metacommunities of several species. Indeed, while some species (e.g. habitat specialists) may suffer from fragmentation, others may benefit from it (e.g. generalists and edge species) (Henle et al. 2004 ). When considering community-level properties, such as species richness, both theoretical and empirical studies have observed that different spatial configurations of the habitat can have both negative and positive effects on species richness (Tilman et al. 1997; Hanski et al. 2013; Hanski 2015; Haddad et al. 2015; Fahrig 2017; Thompson et al. 2017; Haddad et al. 2017; Loke et al. 2019) depending on the species' traits together with structure of the habitat (e.g. degree of spatial autocorrelation in habitat types). Nevertheless, current theory still suggests that fragmentation (per se) tends to increase extinctions in predator-prey metapopulations and competitive metacommunities (Tilman et al. 1997) .
In a recent meta-analysis of empirical fragmentation studies, Fahrig (2017) concluded that the most significant ecological responses to habitat fragmentation were positive; see also Fletcher et al. (2018) for a critique of this meta-analysis and a response by Fahrig et al. (2019) . The positive effects of fragmentation have been attributed to numerous causes including but not limited toincrease in functional connectivity, diversity of habitat types, persistence of predator-prey systems and decrease in intra-and interspecific competition.
In contrast, other studies have reported negative effects including increased risk of extinction due to reduced genetic diversity, and increased environmental and demographic stochasticity in small patches (Ewers & Didham 2005) . Various edge effects have been proposed to have both positive and negative effects (Ewers & Didham 2005; Fahrig 2017 ) depending on the species traits. Furthermore, fragmentation may alter species interactions and community composition, as invasive or pest species may replace the original species pool, increase the transmission and prevalence of disease in small fragments, and the effects of fragmentation can be confounded by the associated time lags (Ewers & Didham 2005; Haddad et al. 2015) . Indeed, long-term experiments suggest that full responses to altered habitat configuration and connectivity unfold over extended periods of time (Damschen et al. 2019) .
The habitat amount hypothesis
To make sense of the effects of fragmentation on species richness, Fahrig (2013) has proposed the habitat amount hypothesis, which postulates that species richness is best explained by the sample area effect: large areas of habitat tend to support more individuals, and hence, more species (Rosenzweig 1995) . More specifically, the hypothesis posits that what truly matters is the total amount of habitat in an appropriate spatial extent of the local landscape independent of its spatial configuration (Fahrig 2013) . Namely, when examining the number of species in sample sites placed within habitat, and considering the local landscapes surrounding each sample site, the hypothesis makes the following predictions (see Fahrig 2013 for a detailed exposition):
• Prediction 1: Given equal-sized sample sites, species richness increases with total amount of habitat in the local landscape surrounding the sample site.
• Prediction 2: Species richness in a sample site only depends on the total amount of habitat in the surrounding local landscape. That is, it is independent of the area of the particular habitat fragment in which the site is located, except to the extent of habitat area the fragment itself contributes to the surrounding landscape. Fahrig (2013 Fahrig ( , 2015 has called for a research programme to test the hypothesis, and subsequently, the hypothesis has recently received considerable attention and several empirical ecologists have tested its validity; yet they have reported disparate results. While Melo et al. (2017) found that the habitat amount hypothesis holds for South American small mammals, Haddad et al. (2017) found that the hypothesis does not hold for plant and micro-arthropod communities. Furthermore, Arnillas et al. (2017) reported that fragmentation may have positive effect on species richnessat least on the short-term and De Camargo et al. (2018) found that for birds there is no detectable response to fragmentation at the landscape level, but did not rule out the possibility that fragmentation matters at smaller scalers.
The habitat amount hypothesis has been criticised for lacking an underlying mechanistic explanation of how species interactions and community dynamics affect species richness, and which would predict the appropriate spatial scale at which the hypothesis holds (Hanski 2015; Fletcher et al. 2018 ; but see Jackson & Fahrig 2012; Fahrig 2013) . Recent empirical results (MacDonald et al. 2018; Vieira et al. 2018 ) suggest that response of species diversity to habitat loss and fragmentation is best explained by connecting the habitat amount hypothesis to the theory of island biogeography (MacArthur & Wilson 1967) and habitat diversity hypothesis (Williams 1964) . Indeed, it is important to take into account the scale of the landscape, as the relative importance of habitat diversity and amount varies with island or fragment area (Lomolino & Weiser 2001; Sfenthourakis & Triantis 2009 ), which may explain why the habitat amount hypothesis remains so controversial.
However, it still remains unclear which species and landscape attributes lead to different responses to habitat fragmentation (Fahrig 2017) , and there is no unifying theoretical framework explaining the impact of habitat loss and fragmentation on biodiversity. As pointed out by Fletcher et al. (2018) , there is an urgent need for mechanistic models that help to discern the separate effects of habitat loss and fragmentation.
Contributions
In this work, we set out to make better understanding of the effects of fragmentation and habitat loss using a mechanistic simulation model. We develop a novel individual-based, spatially explicit model of competitive species communities in spatiotemporally varying landscapes. Our model relaxes many assumptions made in prior metacommunity models; see Appendix A for a short overview of prior work. For example, we do not assume that the species follow metapopulation dynamics or that the habitat consists of discrete patches. Instead, we keep track of individuals who follow stochastic continuous-time birth-death dynamics in continuous spatiotemporally varying landscapes.
Using our model, we examine how habitat fragmentation per se influences species richness in competitive species communities. Our results show that fragmentation can have positive effects on species richness of competitive habitat specialists if the total amount of habitat in a landscape is large. However, when the total amount of habitat is small, high fragmentation yields negative effects. In general, we see that response to fragmentation is not necessarily monotone: species richness may increase at small and intermediate levels of fragmentation, but decrease at high levels of fragmentation. Finally, we observe that fragmentation has the same qualitative effect on both species that are sessile after dispersal and non-sessile species that actively move in the landscape in order to find suitable habitat.
We use our simulation model to test the habitat amount hypothesis as proposed by Fahrig (2013) . In some scenarios, we obtain results compatible with the hypothesis, whereas in others not. In particular, we see that different analyses of fragmentation effects applied to the same data may lead to apparently contradictory results. This suggests that much caution is needed when interpreting whether empirical data shows that fragmentation has positive or negative effects on species richness of habitat specialists.
MODEL AND METHODS

Overview of the individual-based spatial model
We devised an individual-based community model in continuous time and continuous two-dimensional, spatiotemporally heterogeneous landscapes, where the survival and reproduction of all individuals is governed by a limiting resource. Our model contains three basic entity types: resource patches, resource particles, and individuals of (each) species. The resource patches produce resource particles into their neighbourhood, and the individuals of the species consume these particles. Thus, we obtain intra-and interspecific resource competition yielding density-dependent population growth. The species individuals convert the resources into offspring and all individuals follow birth-death dynamics.
Formally, our model is a spatiotemporal point process, or in the mathematical terminology, a Markov evolution in the space of locally finite configurations (see e.g. Ovaskainen et al. 2014; Cornell et al. 2019) : The dynamics of the model can be described by listing all events that can take place and the rates at which these events occur. These rates can depend on the current spatial configuration of all individuals (e.g. individuals can only consume resources that are within their proximity). Fig. 1a gives an overview of the model; the full description appears in Appendix B.
Resource and species dynamics
A species' individual can be either resource-satiated or resource-deprived. Resource-deprived individuals become satiated when consuming resources. Satiated individuals produce new individuals who start in the resource-deprived state. Resource-satiated individuals become resource-deprived at constant per capita rate, and resource-deprived individuals die at a constant per capita rate.
Large-scale environmental variation in habitat types
We assume that the species pool is divided into four equal-sized groups, where each group is specialised on a distinct resource type. Besides this difference, each species shared identical parameters (summarised in Table S1 in Appendix B). Each resource type had spatial variation in the form of a nonlinear, sinusoidal environmental gradient along one axis ( Fig. 1b ) so that the total resource production rate for all resource types was equal in an intact landscape (see Appendix B). In Appendix C, we investigate the completely neutral setting with a single limiting resource shared by all species.
Dispersal and immigration
We consider two modes of dispersal for the species:
• passive (one-shot) dispersal, where individuals do not move during their life time,
• active dispersal, where resource-deprived individuals move to find suitable habitat.
In both cases, the range of dispersal is controlled by a scale parameter d. We model immigration of individuals from outside the focal landscape by assuming that resource-deprived individuals appear at a (small) constant per unit area rate of a = 10 À3 (see Table S1 ).
Fragmentation
We examine finite two-dimensional landscapes. To avoid boundary effects, we assume the focal landscape to be a twodimensional torus of size V 9 V. To model habitat loss and fragmentation, we consider scenarios where the focal landscape is partitioned into N disjoint (non-overlapping) circular habitat fragments, where the fragment i is centred at location x i and consists of all points within radius r i . The area covered by habitat fragments is said to be habitat, whereas the matrix M then consists of the points that are not part of any habitat fragment. Note that resource patch and habitat fragment are distinct notions in our model.
We consider two contrasting scenarios on how fragmentation influences the community dynamics:
• Habitable matrix: Fragmentation only influences resource production, but the species themselves are not (directly) affected by the matrix in any way. More precisely, resource particles (produced by resource patches) can only establish within habitat fragments so that a resource particle may only appear to location y if y 6 2 M. That is, the resource production rate in the matrix is always zero. The fragment and matrix have no other direct effects.
• Hostile matrix: Fragmentation influences directly both the resource production and the species survival. In addition to the above constraint on resource production, we assume that the species individuals cannot survive in the matrix. That is, any resource-deprived individual that immigrates or disperses into location y 6 2 M in the matrix is immediately killed. As satiated individuals do not move, it follows that satiated individuals can only reside within fragments.
The first scenario makes minimal assumptions on effects of fragmentation, as it only affects how resource particles are generated. In particular, the scenario allows species to survive in the matrix given close enough proximity to habitat fragments, whereas the second scenario explicitly prevents this.
Simulation experiments
We simulated the model in continuous landscapes of size 100 9 100 with a pool of S = 128 species. To generate different types of species communities, we considered three scales of dispersal (from short d = 1, to intermediate d = 3 and long-range d = 10), two modes of dispersal (passive and active) and two matrix types (habitable and hostile). For the sake of simplicity, we excluded the scenario with active dispersal and hostile matrix, as any individual moving outside the habitat fragment would immediately die in a hostile matrix, thus limiting the potential benefit of active dispersal under fragmentation. In total, we obtained nine different types of species communities.
We constructed landscapes with varying number N = 4 k of habitat fragments, where 0 ≤ k ≤ 5, and fraction C of total area covered by the fragments with C = 0.48 or C = 2 a /100, where À3 ≤ a ≤ 5 is an integer; see Fig. 1d and Fig. S1 for examples of the generated landscapes. For each combination of N and C, we generated R = 100 random replicate landscapes yielding a total of 6 9 10 9 100 = 6000 landscapes. Each replicate was simulated for T = 400 time units, as by this time the system had converged close to the stationary state ( Fig. S3 ). In each landscape, we collected data of the total number of resource-satiated individuals (of each species) in (1) each individual habitat fragment, (2) the entire focal landscape and (3) fixed-size sampling windows of radius s = 1 centred in each fragment with radius of at least s (so that each sample site intersects with only one habitat fragment).
From data (1), we carried out the SLOSS analysis (Fahrig 2013) , data from (2) were used to plot species-fragmented area relationship (SFAR) curves and data from (3) was used to test the sample area effect.
SLOSS analysis
For the SLOSS curves, we sorted the habitat fragments in both increasing and decreasing order and then plotted the cumulative number of species against the cumulative habitat amount. We then took the average of the cumulative species number S k and fraction of total habitat amount A k overall replicates, where
and A i and S i denote the average area and species count of the ith fragment in the given sorted order (either decreasing or increasing in area).
SFAR curves
For the SFAR curves, we plotted the average number of species S present in each simulated landscape. For every landscape with a total habitat cover of C and N fragments, we calculated the average number of species present in the entire landscape.
Testing the sample area effect From data (3), we examined how well the amount of habitat (i.e. area covered by habitat fragments) in the surrounding local landscape explains the number of species at a fixed-size sample site. First, to obtain independent data points, we sampled from each replicate landscape a single sampling site (completely contained within a habitat fragment) uniformly at random.
Then for all sampling sites obtained from the independent replicate landscapes, we examined the radius-r local landscapes centred on the sample sites for increasing values of r. For each radius-r local landscape, we approximated the amount of habitat cover within the radius-r ball using a rejection sampling method. We then tested at which scale the amount of habitat in the r-radius local landscape best predicted the number of species at a sample site. This was done by fitting a Poisson regression model, where the response variable was the number of species in a fixed-size sample site and the explanatory variable was the log-transformed amount of habitat in the r-radius neighbourhood surrounding the sample site. Then for each value of r, we calculated the pseudo-R 2 value 1 -D/D null , where D was the deviance and D null the null deviance of the fitted Poisson regression model (with the intercept-only model being the null model). We then identified the appropriate radius of the local landscape by choosing the value of r that maximised the pseudo-R 2 value.
The habitat amount hypothesis predicts that (Prediction 1) species richness in a give sample site increases with the amount of habitat in the local landscape, and that (Prediction 2) if the amount of habitat in the local landscape remains constant, species richness should be independent of the size of the habitat fragment containing the sample size (Fahrig 2013, fig. 7 ). To test these predictions, we fitted to these data Poisson regression models where the explanatory variables were logtransformed habitat amount L in the local landscape and logtransformed area F of the focal fragment containing the sample site. We fitted four models which contained either both of the candidate explanatory variables L and F, either one of them alone, or neither of them. We compared the models with ΔAIC, normalised to zero for the best supported model. Prediction 1 is supported if the model containing habitat amount in the local landscape performs better than the null model and has a positive slope. Prediction 2 is not supported if fragment area has an additional positive effect on top of the effect of local habitat amount.
RESULTS
The SLOSS analysis
Fahrig (2013) suggested conducting SLOSS analyses as an indirect test for whether the mechanisms underlying speciesarea relationship is due to the sample area effect, island effect or possibly some other mechanisms. As discussed, there are two SLOSS curves: (1) the fragments are sorted in both increasing and (2) decreasing order of area, and then the cumulative number of species is plotted against the cumulative habitat amount; see Fig. 2a for examples. In our case, as the SLOSS analysis needs to be done for each landscape separately, this yields thousands of plots for each of the nine community scenarios which we have considered. The result of all these analyses is summarised in Fig. 2b .
The relationship between the two curves can be interpreted as follows (see e.g. fig • Positive fragmentation effect (blue values): Cumulative number of species increases faster when considering fragments in increasing order (top box Fig. 2a ). That is, given the same cumulative habitat area, several small patches contain more species than few large patches.
• No fragmentation effect: The curves overlap so that the cumulative number of species is the same irrespective of the number of fragments making up the total habitat (centre box Fig. 2a ). In this case, the species-area relationship is driven by the sample area effect, which is consistent with the habitat amount hypothesis.
• Negative fragmentation effect (red values): There are more species in a single large fragment than in several small fragments of the same total area (bottom box Fig. 2b) . The species-area relationship is driven by the 'island effect'.
Thus, positive values (blue) in Fig. 2b suggest that the size of the fragments affects species richness (at fragment-level) less than expected from sampling area effect, whereas negative values mean that the sample area effect alone is insufficient to explain the species-area relationship, that is, there is an island effect (Fahrig 2013) . From Fig. 2b , we see evidence for the sample area effect only at very limited ranges. In particular, we see that when the dispersal distances are short or intermediate, fragmentation shows both positive and negative effects. This depends on the total amount of habitat available: at low habitat cover, fragmentation is detrimental, whereas fragmentation in landscapes with high habitat cover has a positive effect.
Species-fragmented area relationships
The SLOSS curves only account for species observed within habitat fragments, but the species-area relationship curves (Fig. 3) show the species diversity at the metacommunity level that is, how many species were present in the entire landscape. Note that even if there is a single resource-satiated individual in the landscape, then the species is counted to be present (no matter how unlikely sampling it might be).
The species-area relationship exhibits different patterns depending on whether the matrix is habitable or hostile for the focal species. If the matrix is hostile, that is the individuals cannot move and survive the matrix, then the SFAR plots show higher levels of fragmentation being detrimental for metacommunity diversity: increasing fragmentation but keeping total amount of habitat constant (first column of Fig. 3 ) lowers species richness at the metacommunity level.
However, when the matrix is habitable, that is individuals can move and survive in the matrix (but the resources still have to be obtained from habitat fragments), SFAR plots shows that fragmentation increases species richness if the dispersal distances are short (last column in Fig. 3 ). When the dispersal distances are large compared to the size of the entire landscape, the SFAR suggests that the metacommunity species richness depends mostly only on the total amount of habitat.
To see better how total species richness at the landscape level responds to fragmentation per se, Fig. 4 plots species richness as a function of the number of habitat fragments when total habitat cover is kept fixed. At high amounts of habitat (≥32%), the level of fragmentation has little to no effect, but as the total amount of habitat decreases, fragmentation starts to show effects on species diversity. At short dispersal distances (top row), fragmentation can increase species richness under the habitable matrix scenarios (last two columns), but in the hostile matrix scenario, high levels of fragmentation are detrimental for species richness. When dispersal distances are large (bottom row), fragmentation has little effect in scenarios where the matrix is habitable and a negative effect when the species cannot survive in the matrix (first column). For testing the sample area effect, we examined the number of species in fixed-size sample sites, as a function of the area of the local landscape. The scale at which the amount of habitat in the surrounding landscape best explained species richness (highest pseudo-R 2 value) was chosen as the appropriate scale of the local landscape. The blue lines in Fig. 5 give the goodness-of-fit of for different radii of local landscape in the nine different scenarios and the vertical dashed line shows the inferred scale of the local landscape. For comparison, the horizontal dashed line shows how well the area of the focal fragment (in which the sample site resides) explains species richness. The orange line corresponds to the model with both the amount of habitat in the local landscape and the total area of the focal fragment as predictors. The exact goodness-of-fit measure (e.g. deviance) did not affect the qualitative results of the analysis. When the appropriate scale of the local landscape is correctly chosen, the total amount of habitat in the local landscape explains species richness better than size of the focal fragment alone (blue line above the horizontal line). However, if the dispersal distance is short (top row), the explanatory power of total habitat amount in a local landscape is sensitive to the correct choice of scale for the local landscape. As dispersal distances increase (lower rows), the less sensitive the models become to the choice of the scale.
When considering the two predictions of the habitat amount hypothesis, the results ( Fig. 5; Table 1 ) provide full support for Prediction 1: the model with local habitat amount as the only explanatory variable had always a positive slope and was much better supported than the null model. Prediction 2 was supported when dispersal is long (d = 10), as in these cases, the fragment area did not improve the model that already contained local habitat amount or its effect was negative rather than positive. For cases with short dispersal, fragment area provided a small additional positive contribution to species richness, even if the size of the local landscape was optimised, but the influence of fragment area was much smaller than the local habitat amount, giving partial support to Prediction 2. However, we observe that Prediction 2 is sensitive to correctly identifying the appropriate scale for the local landscape, as for non-optimal radii for the local landscape, support for Prediction 2 vanishes (orange line goes above blue line in Fig. 5) .
Sensitivity of the model
We examined how the model responds to varying assumptions on the size of the simulation domain and the number of species. Furthermore, we considered a completely neutral variant of the model, where the whole species pool shared the same singe limiting resource. In all cases, we observed that the general patterns remain qualitatively similar for all experiments. Due to space constraints, these results are deferred to Appendix C.
DISCUSSION
The question of how landscape structure and fragmentation per se affect species richness has been long debated. The habitat amount hypothesis posits that fragmentation per se does not have a strong effect, but it is only the total amount of habitat in a local landscape that matters (Fahrig 2013) . In this work, we investigated how fragmentation per se influences species richness in competitive metacommunities and when does the habitat amount hypothesis hold in such communities following the tests outlined by Fahrig (2013) .
Our main conclusions can be summarised as follows. First, fragmentation has non-trivial interactions with habitat loss: it is not unequivocally either good or bad (Fletcher et al. 2018; Fahrig et al. 2019) . At high amounts of habitat, fragmentation per se matters little, but when the amount of available habitat decreases, fragmentation starts to exhibit complex effects on species richness, which range from negative, unimodal or positive (Fig. 4) . In particular, for conservation purposes, this suggests that increasing fragmentation may be detrimental if little habitat is available, but intermediate degrees of fragmentation may be beneficial for competitive communities when the amount of habitat is fairly high (Figs 2  and 4) .
Second, concerning the habitat amount hypothesis, we see that even in our idealised setting with synthetic data, one cannot easily get clear-cut support or refutation for the hypothesis when following the tests outlined by Fahrig (2013) . The extent of the response depends on total amount of habitat, the dispersal range of the species, and other the community properties. Furthermore, different analyses on the same data can seemingly exhibit different responses to fragmentation (see e.g. Figs 2 and 3 ). This highlights that caution is needed when inferring whether empirical data shows positive or negative effects of fragmentation.
Third, we observed that the habitat amount hypothesis is sensitive to the scale at which 'local landscapes' are defined. Given that our data is from an idealised simulation model with no sampling error and much simpler underlying processes than can be expected for real communities (e.g. all species had the same dispersal distance and responses to the matrix), this may indicate that inferring the appropriate scales necessary for the hypothesis is difficult with real-world (limited and noisy) empirical data. Naturally our modelling work has its limitations. First and foremost, our results should not be used as such to infer quantitative extinction thresholds for real-world communities. The exact numerical thresholds for the total amount of habitat, at which fragmentation effects become prominent, will naturally depend on the ecology of the species and the spatial scale of the dynamics (e.g. size of the focal landscape compared to dispersal distances). Thus, our results do not directly convey specific values for 'low' and 'high' amounts of habitat, as these will be context-dependent. Radius of the focal landscape (τ = 1) Pseudo R 2 Figure 5 Inferring the appropriate scale of local landscape and testing the sample area effect. The rows correspond to different dispersal scales d = 1, 3, 10 and columns different dispersal/matrix scenarios. We considered three types of predictors of species richness: the amount of habitat in the local landscape A r (blue line), the amount of habitat together with the size of the focal fragment (orange line) and area F of the focal fragment alone (horizontal black line). The horizontal axis denotes the radius of the local landscape (in the first two models) and the vertical axis the goodness of fit of the model (pseudo-R 2 ). The vertical dashed line and blue number give the scale at which the amount of habitat in the local landscape best explains species richness (i.e. blue line attains its maximum). Table 1 Testing the sample area effect for two models Second, we limited our attention to fairly simple species communities, where all species are ecologically similar. While real communities arguably are more complex, we observe that even under these simplistic assumptions habitat fragmentation can influence species richness in multitude of ways: fragmentation per se can show both negative and positive effects on species richness in competitive metacommunities, and intermediate levels of fragmentation may sometimes positively influence species richness. Interestingly, the non-monotone patterns similar to those predicted by our model were recently been observed in an experimental fragmentation study (Loke et al. 2019) .
Our modelling approach simplifies the examination of the habitat amount hypothesis: all species in the community (1) share the same habitat type (making it simpler to define what parts of the landscape counts as habitat) and (2) have identical responses at different spatial scales (making it easier to infer the scale of local landscape and tests its effects). Even in such an idealised setting, clear support for the habitat amount hypothesis remains elusive. This suggests that either (1) the habitat amount hypothesis does not hold in all situations, (2) the hypothesis needs to be refined or (3) our model lacks some critical features. Naturally, all models are simplifications of reality and omit various details. Prior models have been criticised, for example De Camargo et al. (2018) suggest that 'model of area-dependent, stochastic patch occupancy and extinction' by 'fails to capture some critical aspect of habitat loss', and hence, exhibit adverse effects of fragmentation. Nevertheless, in this work, we used a model with fundamentally different structural assumptions and yet still obtain the same qualitative results, and our results are consistent with prior theory and modelling work (Tilman et al. 1997; . Indeed, classic metapopulation theory predicts that species persistence in fragmented landscapes is influenced not only by just dispersal distances, extinction-colonisation dynamics and habitat quality, but also by the spatial configuration of the habitat (Hanski & Ovaskainen 2000 , 2003 .
Whether or not our model captures all key aspects governing species dynamics under fragmentation, mathematical and conceptual models can still help shed light on which mechanisms drive the community patterns emerging in fragmented landscapes. Thus, even if the habitat amount hypothesis holds, the underlying mechanisms are poorly understood. Our work suggests that the hypothesis should rely on some mechanisms not accounted in our or any of the prior models, for example fast eco-evolutionary responses (Legrand et al. 2017) or specific metacommunity dynamics (Leibold et al. 2004 ). Furthermore, not all species are equally sensitive to habitat fragmentation and how different species tolerate the matrix varies (Gascon et al. 1999) . In this work, we restricted our attention to competitive habitat specialists, and thus, areas inflicted with habitat loss cannot sustain any species (unless near habitat). In particular, we do not consider habitat conversion, where one type of habitat is converted to another, which may still be suitable to some existing species or new species that can replace the original species in the species pool.
Beyond examining the effects of fragmentation effects on species richness, we believe that our modelling framework lends itself to be a useful tool for spatially explicit investigations of various other species interactions in metacommunities. So far, our work only considers communities of competing habitat specialists, and thus, it could be extended to other community structures and dynamics, such as predator-prey dynamics, competition-colonisation tradeoffs, mutualist species or successive metacommunities. Such extensions may reveal how responses to fragmentation depend on specific of metacommunity dynamics. Indeed, Wilson et al. (2016) point out that 'other measures of community structure, such as community composition, trophic organization, species persistence, and species residency, may better inform how fragmentation affects biotic communities, even when species richness per se is not altered by fragmentation'. Therefore, we conclude that it may be time to move on from debating whether fragmentation matters or not, onto developing a comprehensive and fine-grained understanding of when and how fragmentation matters.
